Referee comments to *Fire Weather Compromises Forestation-reliant Climate Mitigation Pathways*

Referee #2:  

General:  

2.0 This paper investigates the feedback mechanisms between climate change and forest carbon sequestration across five integrated assessment models (IAMs), where wildfires play a significant role in influencing the accumulation of carbon within forests. The Canadian Fire Weather Index (FWI) is a pivotal metric to assess potential fire risk. The subject matter is particularly intriguing for discussion, given that contemporary research tends to concentrate more on either afforestation efforts or the impacts of exacerbated wildfire weather conditions. Several minor points need to be addressed to elucidate the central concept more effectively.  

Thank you for acknowledging both the relevance of our perspective as well as its interdisciplinary approach.  

2.1 The introductory section outlines the advancements and constraints of current research, but seems inadequacy to explicitly establish strong relationships among these various aspects.  

Thank you for this feedback, which agrees with the comment of referee #1 (1.1.1). In response we will enhance the links within our literature-based introduction.  

2.2 In Section 3, the authors employ FWI instead of alternative fire impact metrics due to its dependency solely on atmospheric conditions, rendering it more resilient. Moreover, FWI exhibits a positive interannual correlation across various forested regions. However, it is confusing that the calculated weighted mean value does not provide adequate support for the role FWI plays in serving as a proxy for wildfire potential. To improve this, it would be beneficial if the authors:  

- Conduct a comparative analysis between FWI and other existing fire weather index systems.  
- Concentrate their focus on forest areas that display notably high correlations.  

Thank you for this comment. Local FWI cannot fully represent fire risk, because vulnerability and exposure of the forest would matter as well. However, the same issue remains with alternative fire weather indices. Nevertheless, the FWI, as other fire indices, are useful to assess the physical hazard of changing weather conditions. Supported by extensive literature on the robust links between fire weather and fire occurrence (e.g. Abatzoglou et al, 2018; Bedia et al, 2015; Jones et al., 2022), we are confident that assuming constant and homogeneous vulnerability globally allows for conclusions on the globally aggregated level for overall relative trends.  

Regions, where the correlation between FWI and BA is high, offer analysis with higher confidence. Following your advice we will give key indicators not only for global aggregation but also for aggregation across high correlation regions.  

2.3 Several studies (ref1, ref2) have demonstrated that anticipated changes in fire weather and ongoing wildfire activities can drive long-term shifts in forest species composition and lead to significant transitions from woody vegetation cover to less dense vegetative types such as scrubland and grassland. In this context, I am interested to know how the IAMs in this paper address or account for these vegetation dynamics and their implications on the ecosystem.

In some IAMs, vegetation dynamics and PFT composition are only modelled by separate vegetation models like LPJmL. In others, simpler, static vegetation maps and parameters are used (see Appendix C for overview). While REMIND-MAgPIE does includes LPJmL data in an offline mode, IMAGE simulation runs include LPJmL vegetation dynamics coupled to other socio-economic processes annually. Advanced processes like aridity limiting post-fire recovery has not been assessed with LPJmL. However, with its modeling structure it is generally capable to model landscapes and vegetation composition responding to disturbance (e.g. Ostberg et al., 2015).

It is important to contextualize that the land model components of IAMs are land use models optimizing the allocation of land use and land cover change according to optimization of internalized profits and costs. Shifting vegetation suitability therefor rather is a boundary condition than a driver of the projected land cover changes (compare Table 1 and lines 145 – 152, see also Schaphoff et al., 2018 and Braakhekke et al., 2019).


2.4 In figure 5, the value between -0.5 and 0.5 was set to the same group in the color bar, demonstrating very little information.

Thank you, as requested also by referee #1 (1.2.4), we will alter the color bar such that we keep transparency high close to zero change.
